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PACT '16 September 11-15, 2016, Haifa, Israel cycle (fraction of cycles where work happens) on reaching a critical temperature. In software, the thermal daemon [11] tries to achieve system-wide goals, such as maximum performance by increasing cooling before throttling the processors.
Challenges. The drawback with current hardware and software mechanisms that enforce power and thermal limits are that they only offer system-wide guarantees but are ignorant of individual application needs and priorities. This raises following challenges in a shared environment.
Power distribution: When power is limited, current systems throttle all applications equally. However, this approach ignores users' scheduling priorities: power should be distributed among applications based on their importance, so that high-priority applications can use more power to run faster, while low-priority applications have their power reduced and bear most of the performance lost.
Thermal interference: An application that makes heavy use of a processor can trigger temperature throttling that reduces CPU frequency or duty cycle. This can affect all cores, and hence all running applications. As a result, a low priority or malicious application can trigger throttling that reduces the performance of high-priority applications. Performance Boosting: Applications may be able to temporarily overclock the core to achieve extra performance if they run for short enough periods such that throttling does not get triggered. This is often called computational sprinting [9] . Turbo Boost [6] is similar but more conservative. The challenge is to ensure sufficient thermal headroom to run without overheating by not allowing other applications to exhaust the thermal capacity of the processor.
Firestorm. Just as the OS actively manages resources such as CPU and memory, we argue that operating systems should treat power and thermal capacity as primary resources in the system. Towards this goal, we built Firestorm, an extension to Linux that adds power and thermal awareness. Firestorm introduces new abstractions to enable resource management over power and thermal capacity. It presents new interfaces for applications to gather power and thermal resources, and allow application-specific use of power and thermal capacity for guaranteed performance. Finally, it employs new policies to balance the varied performance requirements of different applications. The overall architecture of Firestorm is shown in Figure 1 .
Power as a Resource. Firestorm focuses on power-limited architectures where all compute units cannot be used at maximum performance within the power budget. Firestorm enforces control over the total power consumed by processing Firestorm abstracts the notion of power in the form of power tickets to quantify power as a resource in the system. A power ticket represents the ability to use power: for example, a ticket represents the ability to use one hundredth of a watt. All tickets in the system are managed by a power center that can enforce a power limit by controlling the total number of tickets available to the system.
Firestorm requires all applications to gather power before executing their tasks on any compute unit (e.g., CPU or GPU). This is enforced through agents that act as resources managers for each type of compute unit. Any use of a compute unit by an application has to go through the corresponding agent. The agent predicts the power requirement of a task using a compute-unit-specific power model and tries to acquire the required power tickets from the power center. Firestorm employs a pay-before-use model, to ensure the performance of an application is proportional to the power received and also to stay within power limits.
The center employs a proportional share policy to distribute power, which distributes power tickets to applications based on the shares assigned to them. The policy also help isolate applications from each other by ensuring applications to receive their shares irrespective of other applications in the system. Firestorm also support preemption of power tickets when application shares change or a new application enters the system. The share allocation is automatically readjusted by the proportional share policy.
Heat as a Resource. Firestorm takes initial steps toward introducing thermal awareness into operating systems. It avoids or minimizes thermal interference caused by lowpriority applications and also allows applications to reserve thermal capacity to ensure guaranteed performance. The above are made possible by promoting thermal capacity as a primary resource in the system. Firestorm incorporates a thermal monitor to avoid thermal interference and reserve thermal capacity. The monitor tracks the processor temperature and take necessary actions based on the policy it employs. The selective throttling policy help isolate applications from thermal interference caused by background or low priority applications. When the processor is nearing the critical temperature (temperature beyond which processors can breakdown), power given to low priority applications is reduced. The monitor notifies the power center to reduce the number of power tickets issued to those applications. Performance of important applications is preserved at the cost of low priority applications.
In order to support the thermal requirements of highpriority programs, Firestorm introduces a new thermal conserve policy that allows applications to reserve thermal capacity (i.e., keep the processor cooler) needed during execution. Thus, the system does not allow other applications to raise the temperature too high and thus exhaust the thermal capacity. Firestorm incorporates a system-specific thermal model to predict the thermal capacity needed based on the work to be performed by an application.
Firestorm abstracts the thermal capacity of the system in terms of the processor chip temperature. The difference between the current chip temperature and the critical temperature is the available thermal capacity of the system. To make it usable, the system offers a thermal model to predict the amount of time required for the chip temperature to rise from a start temperature to an end temperature. The model is based on the amount of work done by the processor which is the power consumption of the compute units.
Processors from Intel [6] , AMD [2] and Samsung [3] boost single core performance only when sufficient thermal headroom is available (neighboring cores are in idle state). In order to provide the benefits of boosted frequency to important applications, Firestorm extends Chameleon's [8] execution object abstraction to aggregate thermal headroom from multiple cores to be used by fewer cores. This is done by creating execution object over multiple cores where few cores are forced to an idle state and the resultant power savings is used to boost the performance of the active cores.
Contributions. Firestorm actively allocates power to applications, reserves thermal capacity for high-priority applications and enable software control over the use of turbo boost like techniques. It also provide interfaces required for a system to interact with a power and a thermal model for making power management decisions, and present simple power and thermal models that are fast and simple enough to deploy practically.
Results. Through experiments we show that Firestorm is able to assign more power to applications with higher shares and prevent interference from lower priority programs. Firestorm also balances the performance of multiple applications under a power budget compared to the native Linux RAPL mechanism that prefers parallel programs over sequential programs. In a case where thermal interference from background application costs performance, Firestorm allows high-priority tasks to run at full speed, as compared to 19% slower under native Linux, while background tasks in Firestorm run 28% slower to reduce heat production.
Prior Work. The prior works can be classified under the theme of improving performance (e.g., [7] ) or energy efficiency (e.g., [10] ), and minimizing interference within a power or thermal limit (e.g., [5] ). These works differ from ours in that they assume a homogeneous set of application performance goals, while our work deliberately targets systems that run a mix of soft real time, best effort, and background tasks. Also, power available and thermal capacity are dependent on each other, where one without another does not guarantee performance. Power without thermal capacity results in overheating and thermal capacity without power results in low performance due to insufficient power to run processor at a higher speed. Our system takes a holistic view on both power and thermal capacity by allowing applications to co-allocate them for better performance.
